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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we report on the automatic recognition of Japa-

nese broadcast-news speech.  We have been working on large-

vocabulary continuous speech recognition (LVCSR) for Japanese

newspaper speech transcription and have achieved good perfor-

mance.  We have recently applied our LVCSR system to tran-

scribing Japanese broadcast-news speech.  We extended the vo-

cabulary from 7k words to 20k words and trained the language

models using newspaper texts and broadcast-news manuscripts.

These two language models were applied to our evaluation speech

sets.  The language model trained using broadcast-news manu-

scripts achieved better results for broadcast-news speech than the

language model trained using newspaper texts, which achieved

better results for newspaper speech. We achieved a word error

rate of 19.7% for anchor-speaker’s speech by using a bigram lan-

guage model and a trigram language model both trained using

broadcast-news manuscripts.

1. INTRODUCTION
The DARPA Hub-4 test that began in 1995 is evaluating the

use of LVCSR (large-vocabulary continuous speech recognition)

to transcribe audio recordings of broadcast news.  Several pre-

liminary Hub-4 evaluation results have been reported [1-5].  Co-

incidentally, in 1996, the Japanese government announced that it

will issue a regulation in several years requiring TV news pro-

grams to be closed captioned.  Transcribing broadcast news is a

challenging task, and thus a good test of applying LVCSR tech-

nology to real-world systems.  We are therefore investigating the

automatic recognition of Japanese broadcast-news speech.  This

paper describes some of our preliminary results.

We have been working on LVCSR for read newspaper speech.

So far, a word error rate of about 10% has been achieved for a

7k-word vocabulary [6-8].  Figure 1 shows the progress of our

LVCSR performance for newspaper speech recognition. We found

that bigram and trigram language models are very effective for

Japanese LVCSR. Our trigram language model reduced the word

error rate from 18.1 % to 10.1%. This improvement is much larger

than those for other languages.  We also had  better results with

acoustic models designed using tree-based clustering. A word error

rate of 9.5% was obtained with those acoustic models and trigram

language models.

We have applied our LVCSR system to transcribing Japa-

nese broadcast-news speech.  We extended the vocabulary to 20k

words and trained the language models by using newspaper texts

and broadcast-news manuscripts.  We conducted phoneme-rec-

ognition experiments to examine if broadcast-news speech is

acoustically more difficult than read newspaper speech.  We then

experimentally compared two language models: one trained us-

ing broadcast-news manuscripts and one trained using newspa-

per texts.
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Figure 1: LVCSR experimental results for

newspaper speech
CI: context-independent acoustic models,

CD: context-dependent acoustic models,

NG: no grammar models,

BG: bigram language models,

TG: trigram language models,

ENGY: energy parameters added to the feature parameters,

TBC: tree-based clustering used in designing acoustic models.

2. BROADCAST NEWS DATA
Raw audio recordings of broadcast news include frequent

speaker changes, background music, and telephone speech, such

as field reports.  We segmented these parts manually and used

only the clean-speech parts, i.e., those parts not containing back-

ground music, noises, telephone speech, or overlapped speech

for the experiments reported here.  These experiments correspond

to the partitioned evaluation (PE) with the baseline broadcast (F0)

condition in the 1996 Hub-4 test [12]. Even using only clean

speech is still challenging because news speech is usually much

more fluent than read speech and includes spontaneous speech
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phenomena, such as ‘uh’ at the beginning of a sentence or the

correction of slips.  Furthermore, we found that the sentences are

much longer for broadcast news than for newspapers.  Figure 2

shows distributions of the number of words per sentence in broad-

cast-news manuscripts and newspaper texts. The average num-

ber for the broadcast-news is about 50 words, double that for the

newspaper.

To apply n-gram language models, we segmented the broad-

cast-news manuscripts into words by using a morphological ana-

lyzer because Japanese sentences are written without spaces be-

tween words.  Some of the irrelevant symbol-marks, such as brack-

ets were filtered out.  The manuscripts have typographical errors

and unread comments such as ‘with VTR’ and some of them could

be corrected or removed automatically. A word-frequency list was

derived from the filtered sentences, and the 20k most frequently

used words were selected as the vocabulary words.  This 20k

vocabulary covers about 98% of the words in the broadcast-news

manuscripts.  Table 1 lists the training-text size and the coverage

for broadcast-news, the Nikkei newspaper and the Wall Street

Journal.  The broadcast-news manuscripts were from August 1992

to May 1996 and the newspaper texts were from January 1990 to

September 1994. Although both training texts extended over a

period of about 5 years, the training-text size for the broadcast-

news is noticeably smaller than for the newspapers.

Figure 3 shows the overlap rate of the broadcast-news vo-

cabulary and the newspaper vocabulary, which have the same

vocabulary size. The broadcast-news 20k vocabulary words and

the newspaper 20k vocabulary words have about a 70% overlap,

or about 14k words of the each 20k vocabulary are identical.

3. ACOUSTIC MODELING
The acoustic models we used were all shared-state context-

dependent phoneme HMMs designed using tree-based cluster-

ing [9].  The total number of states was 2,106, and the number of

Gaussian mixture components per state was 4.  They were trained

using phonetically-balanced sentences and dialogue read by 53

speakers.  All of the speakers were male, thus the HMMs were

gender-dependent models. The total number of utterances was

13,270 and the total volume of training data was approximately

20 hours.

To investigate the acoustical difference between broadcast-

news speech and read newspaper speech, we conducted phoneme-

recognition experiments.  Table 2 shows the results.  The percent

correct and the accuracy were calculated as follows.

%
. .

Correct
N sub del

N
=

− −
⋅100

Accuracy
N sub del ins

N
=

− − −
⋅

. . .
100

We also investigated the speech rate of speech data by count-

ing the number of phonemes per second. The broadcast-news

speech had 12.4 phonemes per second and the read newspaper

speech had 12.6. It was found that the two types of speech data

had almost the same speech rates. The accuracy of phoneme rec-

ognition was almost same for the broadcast-news speech and the

read newspaper speech.

4. LANGUAGE MODELING
As shown in Figure 1, n-gram language models have proven

to be very effective in Japanese LVCSR for read newspaper speech
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Figure 3: Overlapping rate of the broadcast-news

vocabulary and the newspaper vocabulary
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[6-8].  We can expect the same effectiveness for news-speech

transcription.  To train n-gram language models, we need a large

amount of text data.  As Table 1 shows, collecting a large amount

of data is usually easier for newspaper text than it is for broad-

cast-news manuscripts.  Therefore, it would be helpful if a news-

paper language model also worked well for broadcast news.

To determine if a newspaper language model can be used for

broadcast news, we trained two language models, one using broad-

cast-news manuscripts and one using newspaper texts.  Table 3

shows the distinct number and the average occurrence of word n-

gram models in each training text.  Due to the small training-text

size, the distinct number of bigrams for broadcast news was a

quarter of that for the Nikkei newspaper and smaller than one

fifth for trigrams. We estimated unseen n-gram probabilities us-

ing Katz’s back-off smoothing method [10]. More n-grams had

the estimated value for broadcast-news language models than for

the newspaper models.

5. LVCSR EXPERIMENTS
The evaluation speech sets are summarized in Table 4.  We

divided the news-speech data set, which was broadcasted on TV

in June 1996, into two parts: one for anchor speakers and one for

other speakers.  For a comparison, we also used a read-newspa-

per-speech set that had a 30k-vocabulary [6-8].

The LVCSR results with bigram language models are shown

along with the test-set perplexities in Table 5. The word error

rate was calculated as follows.

WordErrorRate
sub del ins

N

Accuracy

=
+ +

⋅

= −

. . .
100

100
Each of the two language models was applied to each evaluation

speech set.  The News LM achieved better results for news speech

(Anchor and Others) than the Nikkei LM, which achieved better

results for read newspaper speech (Nikkei).  To investigate why

the News LM showed poor performance for Others, we plotted

word error rate for each speaker against test-set perplexity (Fig-

ure 4 and 5).  We found that the word error rate depends on test-

set perplexity, not the type of speaker (See Fig. 5). The Others

test set includes weather and sports news, thus the test set has

high OOV rate and high perplexity.

We applied trigram language models to the anchor speakers’

speech transcription. We used multi-pass search strategy [11] to

apply higher order language models such as trigram models with

less computational cost. In the first pass, N-best hypotheses for

an utterance are computed using bigram language models. Those

hypotheses are rescored using trigram language models and the

most likely alternative was chosen as the recognition result. In

the experiments, 300-best hypotheses were generated in the first

pass and the same acoustic models were used for both of the

passes.

Table 6 shows the LVCSR results of the broadcast-news

speech (Anchor). The first pass was computed with the News

bigram language models and the 300-best hypotheses were

rescored with either of the two trigram language models. In spite

of a small amount of training text, the broadcast-news trigram

language models, like the bigram news models, achieved a better

result. The broadcast-news manuscripts were taken from not only

the same task domain but also from a period of time closer to the

test data.

6. CONCLUSION
In preliminary experiments on Japanese broadcast-news tran-

scription, we have achieved a word error rate of 23.7% (bigram)

and 19.7% (trigram) by using n-gram language models trained
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using broadcast-news manuscripts for anchor-speakers' speech.

Phoneme-recognition experiments showed that acoustic models

trained using read speech had almost the same performance for

read newspaper speech and the broadcast-news speech. We can

expect better results with acoustic models trained using broad-

cast-news speech. A newspaper language model was not as ef-

fective as a broadcast-news language model for broadcast-news

transcription.  It was found that a certain amount of training data

from the same task domain and from a period of time closer to

the test data provided a better language model than a very large

amount of training data from another task. To use the newspaper

language model effectively, a language model interpolation or

adaptation method is definitely needed. The high OOV rate of

Others may make the word error rate high, thus the unknown

word problem must be dealt with . Furthermore Figure 5 shows

that even in small ranges of perplexity, the range of the word

error rate for the speakers is large. Speaker adaptation will im-

prove performance for speakers with poor results.
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Figure 4: LVCSR results

Figure 5: Perplexity vs. Word error rate
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